
LEGENDARY JESUS 
Gr. 1-3 Leader Outline


LESSON #4: Jesus Walks on Water  

SUPPLIES NEEDED: 

For the Leader: Kidzone Video/timestamps; Sink or Float materials: bucket or bin (preferably 
clear so kids can see the activity), various objects that will sink or float (e.g., rock, leaf, cotton 
ball, crayon, toy car, LEGO, dry pasta, egg, toy boat, coin, pipe cleaner, etc.); two copies of 
the Verse Puzzle; two balloons; two baggies; two buckets

For the children: crayons and markers, copies of the printables and Extra Activities listed 
below for each child 


BIG IDEA: Jesus shows me I can be legendary, too. 

STORY: Jesus Walks on Water 

BIBLICAL TEXT: Matthew 14:22-33 

VERSE: “The Lord is merciful and compassionate, slow to get angry and filled with 
unfailing love.” Psalm 145:8  

All times are approximate! Worship Time is at about 3:40pm. Other than that, the Leader may decide 
what order the other activities listed below will be done, and/or if something will be omitted or 
changed. For example, the children could watch the Bible Story video and the Teaching video together, 
and then the Leader could ask all of the questions and do the other activities after watching both 
videos. Leaders should feel free to add their own elements, games, etc.


**Schedule

3:00-3:15pm: Greet kids as they arrive. Kids have free-choice time with the activities the Leader has 
set out & prepared from the bin. Connect with kids, get to know them.

**3:15pm: Tidy up the activities and games. 

**3:20-3:40pm: Class Time

**3:40-3:55pm: Worship Time (in the Youth Lounge)

**3:55-4:30pm: Class Time


WELCOME & ICEBREAKER GAME:

Hey friends! Welcome to Kidzone at the bridge! Our names are__________. We are so 
glad you are here today! We are wrapping up our series all about the one, the only, the 
legendary Jesus. We’ve talked about who he is, what he did, and what makes him so 
legendary that people remember and talk about him even thousands of years since he 
was on earth. 


And today, I want you to know that YOU can be legendary too! That’s right! Our Big 
Idea for today says: Jesus shows me I can be legendary, too. Let’s say that together 
and let that sink in. (Say Big Idea together)


Awesome! Being legendary means people will remember the good things we do, the 
good person we are, how we treat others, and the way we love God. I hope that 
people will remember those things about me and say that I am legendary, too. 




Before we dive into our Bible story for today, and find out just HOW we can become 
legendary, we’re going to have some fun with a water activity.


MINI ACTIVITY – SINK OR FLOAT?  
Supplies: Clear bowl or deep container 3⁄4 full of water, various sink/float items 
including: egg, LEGO, crayon, toy boat, coin, dry pasta, pipe cleaner, etc. (4+ float 
items and 4+ sink items)  
Directions: 

• Fill the clear bowl or container 3⁄4 full with water. 

• Explain that we will be testing which items sink and which items float.

• Before placing an item in the water, take a vote: sink or float?

• Place each item gently in the water one at a time and observe what you see.

• Have fun discussing the surprising things that happened or what you saw. 


That was awesome! Some of those items surprised me... when I thought they were 
going to sink, they actually floated! That reminds me of the story we’re about to watch. 
Jesus does something completely unexpected with water—and then he invites Peter 
to be a part of that miracle too! Peter finds out what it means to step out and be 
legendary. 

Watch the ANIMATED BIBLE STORY, “Jesus Walks on Water”, (2 min., 30 sec.)

Watch the Teaching from the Kidzone Online video. 

Talk About the Bible Story; ask & share some or all of the following questions and 
discussion points. Tip: Allow the kids to answer questions with one or two other people 
and then share what they’ve discovered together with the group; OR, put kids into 
smaller groups with a leader or LIT. Listen to kids’ comments, validate their thoughts, 
encourage kids to build on one another’s ideas. 

1. Let’s see if we can remember what happened in that story. Who can tell me just 
ONE thing that happened?


	 Call on as many kids as possible to each tell ONE thing that happened, until the 
whole story has been retold. 

2. Peter was afraid of the strong winds and high waves. What are some things that 
you, or other kids your age, are afraid of? (Encourage the kids to list their fears. Then 
ask:) Think about today’s Bible story: Is Jesus with you even when you are afraid like 
Peter was? 


	 Encourage the kids to share their ideas first. You could then add: Peter was 
afraid, but Jesus still used him to do amazing, legendary things. Even when we know 
that we have Jesus, life won’t always be easy. You might find yourself afraid of things 
that happen or unsure about what might happen, but you can still have faith to step out 
and be legendary for Jesus.  



This was a great Bible story! What an amazing miracle Jesus did when he walked on 
water! And THEN, He even told Peter to walk on water, too! Peter couldn’t do it on his 
own, he needed Jesus’ help to walk on the water and do something amazing. That 
story reminds us that Jesus wants US to step out and trust him. Even if we are afraid 
or unsure, Jesus can give us the power to do legendary things for him! 


3:40-3:55 pm: WORSHIP TIME (in the Youth Lounge)


(Back in the classroom…) Did you know Peter went on to do amazing, legendary 
things? He preached powerful sermons in which THOUSANDS of people gave their 
lives to Jesus. He helped to create a community of believers that went into the whole 
world to tell people about Jesus. He even wrote parts of the Bible!

 
That’s right! But he couldn’t have done any of that without the legendary Jesus living in 
his heart and life. And the best part is that we have the SAME legendary Jesus with 
US, to help US be a part of amazing things, too! Being legendary means people will 
remember the good things you do, the nice words you say to them, or the things you 
believe about Jesus and how you loved him. Is that what you want to be known for? I 
know I do!  

Now speaking of legendary, we’ve got to check out the final episode of one of my 
favourite shows, Jerry Reviews. Today’s video game review is pretty epic. Let’s watch 
this! 


TEACHING VIDEO - JERRY REVIEWS VIDEO GAMES (7 min., 24 sec.)

Watch the Teaching from the Kidzone Online video.. 

Talk About the Teaching Video: Ask & share some or all of the following questions 
and discussion points. Tip: Allow the kids to answer questions with one or two other 
people and then share what they’ve discovered together with the group; OR, put kids 
into smaller groups with a leader or LIT. Listen to kids’ comments, validate their 
thoughts, encourage kids to build on one another’s ideas. 

1. What are some things that make Jesus so legendary?  
	 Encourage the kids to share their ideas first. If they struggle, remind them of 
some of the Bible stories they have heard this series. Prompt them to recall that 
Jesus can do miracles, he is perfect, he is God’s son and has God’s amazing power, 
he loves everyone. 


2. What are some ways YOU can step out and be legendary for Jesus? 

	 Encourage the kids to share their ideas. You could then add: People will 
remember you for the way you make them feel, the good things you do, and the way 



you love Jesus. These are the things that will make you legendary because they are the 
things people will remember about you and talk about! Let’s remember our Big Idea for 
today. Say it with me: Jesus shows me I can be legendary, too! I definitely want people 
to know and remember that I love God and always do my best to follow him. I know 
that’s what will make me legendary.  

PLAY QUESTIONS: 
Let’s play a game now to help us remember some more of that story and the videos 
we watched together today. This game is called Four Corners. I’m going to ask you a 
question, and give you four answers to choose from. (Point to corners of the room as 
you explain) If you think the answer is A, you’ll move to that corner; if it’s B, move to 
this corner; if the answer is C, you’ll go to that corner; and if the answer is D, you’ll 
move to this corner. DON’T MOVE until I read all the choices and I say GO. Are we 
ready? (NOTE: correct answers are in bold type.)


1. What video game did Jerry review today?      A. The Climb 2       B. The Climb 
C. Super Smash Brothers        D. Mario Kart  

2. What was Jerry afraid of?   A. Spiders      B. Heights       C. VR glasses     D. Snakes  

3. In our Bible story, what did the disciples THINK they saw on the water?    A. A whale  
B. A ghost         C. Jesus         D. Lightning strike 


4. Which disciple walked on water?     A. James        B. Paul        C. John        D. Peter 


5. Wha thappened when Peter took his eyes off Jesus?    A. He began to sink 

B. He fell asleep         C. He flew back onto the boat          D. Nothing 


6. True or false: Jesus says we cannot be legendary.      A. True        B. False 

7. The Big Idea is: Jesus shows me I can be ______, too.       A. Amazing         B. Loyal 
C. Legendary           D. Like Jesus 


OPTIONAL VERSE GAME: Balloon Tap Verse Puzzle 

For four weeks now, we’ve been learning an awesome Bible verse. Let’s play a game 
to see how well we know it!


• Ahead of time, make two copies of the Lesson 4 Verse Puzzle. Cut out the pieces 
and put each set of pieces in a baggie. 


• Place two buckets, about a metre or so apart, below the whiteboard. Place a baggie 
beside each bucket.




• Divide students into two teams. Each team gets one balloon.

• Teams line up, about 3-4 metres away, facing one of the buckets at the other end of 

the room.

• At the teacher’s signal, the first student in each team takes the balloon. They have to 

travel to their team’s bucket while tapping their balloon in the air, using only ONE 
FINGER. The balloon must remain in the air. If the balloon gets away from them, or 
they use anything other than one single finger to keep the balloon in the air, they 
must start over.


• When they reach their team’s bucket, they must manoeuvre the balloon so that it 
falls into the bucket—again, using only the ONE FINGER. When it lands in the 
bucket, the student can collect a puzzle piece. 


• Then, they pick up the balloon. Again, they have to travel back to their team while 
tapping their balloon in the air, using only ONE FINGER. Then, it’s the next person’s 
turn.


• Play continues until all puzzle pieces have been collected.

• Each team works as a group to put the puzzle pieces together to spell out the Bible 

verse. The first team to complete the challenge wins.

• Everyone must sanitize their hands before returning to their seats.


Before we go to prayer, let’s repeat our Bible verse aloud:


“The Lord is merciful and compassionate, slow to get angry and filled with 
unfailing love.” Psalm 145:8 

Let’s take a moment to think about the words in this awesome verse. Close your eyes, 
and just listen as I read these words aloud again: Merciful, compassionate, slow to get 
angry, unfailing love... now you can open your eyes. Those are all incredible qualities 
that make Jesus the legendary person we know and remember today. This verse 
reminds us that even when we mess up or feel scared, Jesus shows us mercy and 
compassion. He still gives us a chance to step out and be legendary for him. 

 

PRAYER:

• Wrap up your time together by praying, using the CALM prayer practice (refer to 

prayer practice card if needed).

• Ask the children if they have anything they’d like to celebrate & praise God for.... 

to ask Him for…to thank Him for

• Incorporate what the children said as you pray; or, ask if a child would like to say 

a sentence for the C, A, or L portion of the prayer. 

• For the M part, ask the children to meditate quietly on how they can be 

legendary like Jesus when they show others their faith in him and the love he 
has for everyone. 




EXTRA ACTIVITIES: If there is time left over before the service ends, the curriculum 
contains these additional activities:  

• Lesson #4 Colouring Sheet 
• Lesson #4 Activity Sheet—Word Search 
• Lesson #4 Activity Sheet—Word Scramble 
• Play the introductory “game” on the Kidzone Online video 
• Kids could also choose games and activities from the bin


4:30-4:35pm: Dismissal and Checkout: 

5 minutes before the service ends: Make sure that all of the kids have all of their 
sheets, crafts, water bottles, jackets, etc., so that they are ready to go as soon as they 
are called. Open the classroom door and use the walkie-talkie so you can hear the 
Host team calling children’s names. Dismiss children down the hall toward the hosts.


